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Abstract
The central dogma in molecular biology postulated that

’DNA makes RNA makes protein’, however this dogma has
been recently extended to integrate new biological activi-
ties involving small non-coding RNAs, called sRNAs. In
particular, it has been shown that sRNAs regulate the pro-
duction of proteins by interacting on mRNAs to regulate
positively or negatively their translations. That regulation
of the mRNA translation is done by forming a base-pairing
between the RNAs sequences of bases. In silico methods
have been proposed by the bioinformatics community to
provide a list of putative interactions to be experimentally
validated. However, such approaches suffers from a poor
specificity and therefore produce a large number of false
predictions. In this paper, we present a new visualization
technique for sRNA-mRNA interactions emphasizing the
involved regions on the sRNA secondary structure draw-
ing. Our approach also supports interactive exploration as
the user can select and highlight interactions. We demon-
strate the usefulness of our approach by a case study on E.
coli bacteria performed by domain experts.

1 Introduction
For many decades, DNA makes RNA makes proteins

have been considered as the central dogma in molecular bi-
ology. In that model, the transcription process synthetizes
a mRNA (messenger RNA) from one specific region of the
DNA molecule, called gene. The translation of that mRNA
then enables the organism to synthetize a protein corre-
sponding to the expressed gene. While that dogma pro-
vides an overview of the overall protein synthesis process,
it has been recently extended to integrate new biological
activities [17]. In particular, it has been shown that a family
of small non-coding RNAs, called sRNA, allows the regu-
lation of the organism at different scales [16, 20]. New
sequencing technologies (NGS) together with specialized
mRNA enrichment and tiling array techniques [22] have re-
vealed the existence of a plethora of small regulatory RNAs
in bacteria. The identification of the regulatory role of
these sRNAs functions implies to carry out time-consuming
and expensive biological experiments. In silico methods
(i.e. computational methods) have therefore been devel-

oped (e.g. [1]) to prioritize gene candidates before design-
ing an experimental protocol. However, these bioinformat-
ics approaches are often poorly efficient in term of speci-
ficity and the number of false interactions can be large [21].

In this paper, we focus on the sRNA regulation that op-
erates onto the translation of mRNAs into proteins. Such
a regulation involves the formation of a base-pairing be-
tween the two molecules [23]. Such folding modifies the
structure and stability of the mRNA to positively or neg-
atively regulate its translation into protein or even its sta-
bility. In order to provide to biologists a reduced list of
putative interactions to be experimentally validated, our vi-
sualization helps to filter out false positive predictions. To
do so, an important information is the region of the sRNA,
i.e. a sequence of contiguous bases, where putative inter-
actions have been predicted. Indeed, a large number of
predicted interactions on a region of the molecule may in-
dicate that this region has been constrained during evolu-
tion. It therefore provides arguments for further investiga-
tion. The region information may not be sufficient as the
self-folding of the RNA sequence creates constraints on re-
gion accessibility. To address that issue, our visualization
method displays RNA secondary structure (i.e. self-folding
of the RNA sequence in 2D) to help the expert to identify
reachable regions of the molecule.

To the best of our knowledge, there is very few related
work dedicated to the visualization of RNA-RNA interac-
tions. rNAV software [7] and CopraRNA web service [26]
focus on the analysis of sRNA-mRNA interactions at the
genome scale. In these tools, interacting regions are dis-
played using histogram representation where the abscissa
represents the sequence of RNA bases (called RNA primary
sequence) while the ordinate represents the number of in-
teraction predicted for each base of the molecule. Using
such representation, one can easily identify highly inter-
acting regions whereas no information is given about the
accessibility of these regions.

Considering that the representation of the secondary
structure is provided, the problem addressed in this paper
can also be seen as an overlapping clusters visualization
problem together with the automatic positioning of these
clusters labels. In this context, each interacting region cor-



Figure 1: Overview of our method. First step consists in drawing the sRNA secondary structures. Then angular sectors are
computed to approximate that drawing. Next mRNA targets are next laid out around the secondary structure and linked to
the corresponding region. Finally interactions are rendered using concave hulls [11].

responds to a cluster that overlaps and as regions overlap
then the corresponding clusters overlap as well. And, a
cluster label (region label) corresponds to the putative in-
teracting mRNA. Again there is, to the best of our knowl-
edge, no related work adressing these two problems to-
gether. On one hand, some methods have been designed
for the visualization of overlapping clusters in a fixed lay-
out (e.g. [6, 11, 15]). The basics of these methods are usu-
ally to compute hulls or envelops surroundding each clus-
ter. However, none of these methods allows the automatic
positioning of these cluster labels. For a recent survey on
the visualization of clusters in graphs, the reader can re-
fer to [24]. On the other hand, one can find in the litter-
ature several approaches for automatic positioning of la-
bels (e.g. [3, 13, 14]) but very few refers to clusters labels
(e.g. [13]) while the other refer to positioning of element
labels. In [13], the proposed approach supports the auto-
matic postionning of elements labels. As mentionned in
the paper, the method could be extended to elements of
arbitrary shape (a cluster could here be considered as an
element). However the complex shapes of the clusters con-
sidered here would increase drastically the computational

cost of such method.
In this paper, we present a new visualization pipeline al-

lowing to show sRNA-mRNA interactions by emphasizing
the involved regions on a RNA secondary structure draw-
ing. Our approach also supports interactive exploration as
the user can select and highlight interactions, i.e. a specific
interaction or the set of interactions involving a specific
base. The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.
In section 2, we give some definitions as well as the termi-
nology used in this paper. We next describe in detail each
step of that pipeline in section 3. We then present some
results and show the efficiency of our method on a case
study in section 4. Finally, we draw a conclusion and give
directions for future work.

2 sRNA-mRNA interactions : challenges
A small RNA chain (molecule) can be represented as

a linear sequence of letters that symbolize the 4 different
bases (A, C, G and U) and are connected by inflexible co-
valent bonds. In vivo, the linear molecule folds into its
3D structure according to the flexible hydrogen bonds that
can be formed by some base association (e.g. A with U).
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Figure 2: (a) Visualization of the gcvB sRNA secondary structure with the 100 best predicted mRNA targets. Hulls have
been colored according to the prediction scores. (b) and (c) Zoom on the two highly interacting regions of gcvB together
with the corresponding mRNA targets. Experimental validated targets have been higlighted in orange.

A simplification of the real structure is given by the sec-
ondary structure that focus on the hydrogen bonds that can
be represented as a planar graph. Typically, a secondary
structure will show up the successive hairpin loops that can

be formed by the nucleotide chain. A hairpin brings closer
two parts of the small RNA molecule which is crucial for
the biological functionality of the molecule. The interac-
tion between a sRNA and its mRNA targets is first initiated



with few accessible bases (for instance, the bases that are
not base pairing other bases of the sRNA) before being ex-
tended with less accessible bases. As mentionned above,
prediction tools perform poorly in term of specificity, visu-
alization techniques are therefore needed to filter out false
positive interactions. Several biological features can be
considered to improve the candidate confidence level:

• A small RNA may interact with several mRNAs. To
maintain the capacity of interacting with different
mRNA sequences, a particular region of the sRNA
may be affected by an evolutive selective pressure. In
other word, a region that can interact with several mR-
NAs is an interesting candidate,

• The accessibility of the interacting region may be an-
other positive criterion for evaluating the candidates.

The main challenge in this context is to design a visualiza-
tion technique that emphasizes both the regions involved in
putative interactions and their accessibility.

3 Method
Figure 1 shows an overview of our method to build

an interactive representation of sRNA-mRNA interactions
from a focused sRNA and a list of putative mRNA targets.
To do so, we propose a 4-steps pipeline. The first step of
the pipeline consists in drawing the secondary structure of
the sRNA. In the second step, we compute angular sectors.
Such sectors are used to approximate the drawing of the
secondary structure and allows to define areas where the
mRNA targets can be positionned without overlap. During
the third step, we assign each mRNA to an angular sec-
tor and compute their positions. Interacting mRNAs are
then linked to their corresponding regions of the sRNA.
Finally concave hulls are computed to emphasize all the
putative interactions as well as the corresponding regions
of the sRNA.
3.1 Drawing RNA secondary structure

As mentionned above, the first step of our pipeline is
to draw the secondary structure of the sRNA. There exists
many drawing algorithms in the literrature (e.g. [2,4,8,9]).
In this work, we used the algorithm proposed by Auber et
al. [2] to compute the secondary structure drawing. This al-
gorithm produces layouts similar to manually drawn ones.
To do so, it contains three main steps: (i) modeling the sec-
ondary structure with a tree; (ii) drawing the tree of (i); and
(iii) computing base positions according to the coordinates
computed in (ii).
3.2 Sector computation

The second step of our pipeline consists in computing
angular sectors together with an associated distance. To
compute them, we first determine the center of the draw-
ing. To do so, several options are possible, for instance, the

center of the bounding box (or the bounding circle) of the
drawing or the barycenter of the base positions. We use the
tree of [2] for modeling the secondary structure. More pre-
cisely, the center of the drawing is set to the center of the
central loop of the secondary structure. In that tree, such
loop can be retrieved by traversing the tree from the root
node and stopping at the first node of out-degree more than
2. Once the center of the drawing has been determined,
the plane is split into k angular sectors. For each sector,
we compute the maximal distance between the center of
the drawing and each base of the structure falling in that
sector.
3.3 Assigning sectors and positionning interact-

ing RNAs
During the third step, mRNAs are assigned to an angular

sector and then positionned within that angular sector.
Each putative interaction involves a specific region of

the sRNA sequence. For each interacting mRNA, the
barycenter of the bases of that region is computed and the
mRNA is assigned to the sector in which the barycenter
falls. For each angular sector, the interacting mRNAs are
laid out on concentric layers. These mRNAs are therefore
assigned to a layer and then ordered within each layer to
reduce clutter in the final representation. We can easily
compute, from the distance and the angle of the sector, the
number of layers as well as the number of mRNAs (consid-
ering their size as given) per layer. To assign the mRNAs
to each layer, we sort them according to the scores pro-
vided by the prediction tool. Interacting mRNAs are then
assigned to layers starting from the closest to the center
to the farest. Using that strategy emphasizes predictions
with the highest levels of confidence. To order the mRNAs
of each layer, our method is similar to algorithm for mini-
mizing the number of edge crossings in hierarchical draw-
ing of DAG. The goal here is not to minimize the number
of edge crossings but rather to minimize the average dis-
tance between a mRNA and its region of interaction. This
is achieved by computing, for each mRNA, the barycenter
of the bases of its region. These barycenters are then pro-
jected on the circular arc defined by the angular sector and
the corresponding distance. Interacting RNAs of the layer
are finally ordered according the positions of their corre-
sponding projections.
3.4 Building concave hulls

To highlight the regions of interaction and the corre-
sponding mRNAs, we use the technique of Lambert et
al. [11]. This method allows to emphasize the clusters of
an overlapping decomposition of a graph by building con-
cave hulls around each cluster. To use that technique, we
need to link the mRNAs to their corresponding region of
interaction. To minimize the clutter in the representation,
each interacting RNA is linked to the closest base of its cor-
responding region. In addition, our method bundles these



links with Winding Road algorithm [10]. The method of
Lambert et al. [11] is then applied to compute hulls around
each mRNA and the corresponding region. In order to em-
phasize the scores associated to each putative interaction
(according to the prediction tool), a color mapping is fi-
nally used for coloring the hulls.

The main advantage of the method of Lambert et
al. [11] is to highlight regions of the secondary structure
where the number of predictions is high (see figure 2).
In addition, this method also supports relevant interaction
tools. First it supports the selection of a single hull to ease
the identification of a specific interaction and the corre-
sponding region. Second, it also supports the selection of
all hulls which contain specific bases. The last allows to
identify all putative interactions involving these bases.

4 Case study
To illustrate the efficiency of our approach, we present

in this section a case study based on the E. coli sRNA,
called gcvB. Of particular interest, the E. coli gcvB is an ho-
molog of the well characterized Salmonella gcvB sRNA for
which more than 10 targets have been experimentally val-
idated in the Salmonella genome [19]. Exploiting the val-
idated data known for Salmonella, we investigated the E.
coli gcvB with the objective to confirm the regulation pat-
tern (involving the same region in the sRNA and mRNAs)
and to identify new putative candidates. The small evolu-
tive distance between both bacteria may allow to transfer
the knowledge known from salmonella to E. coli.

The input data of the E. coli case study have been gen-
erated with: RNAfold [12] to compute the gcvB secondary
structure ; intaRNA software [1] to predict the 100 best
mRNA target candidates of gcvB.

Figure 2 shows the resulting visualization of the predic-
tion with in the central part the gcvB secondary structure,
and in its periphery the putative targets (labeled with the
name of the target gene). The interaction of these targets
are represented onto the gcvB sequence with envelops of
different thicknesses (see figure 2). By exploiting the vi-
sual information given by the thickness of these envelops,
two regions with an high number of predictions can be
observed and having accessible hairpin-loops. Selecting
bases of these hairpin-loops allows then to highlight these
two regions as well as the corresponding putative mRNA
targets (see figures 2.(b) and (c)). Thanks to this result-
ing visualization, users can expertize the predicted targets
according to their sRNA interacting region. Of particular
interest, they can both exploit the information of the sRNA
secondary structure and the conservative region criteria. A
group of mRNAs interacting with a same gcvB region that
may contain accessible bases is a relevant argument to im-
prove the confidence level of their predictions. This obser-
vation is confirmed by most of the experimental validated

targets extracted from the sRNAtarbase database [25].
Moreover, for the Salmonella gcvB sRNA, a secondary

structure has been proposed [18], composed of five hair-
pins and two single strand regions (namely R1 and R2).
For the R1 region, experimental works have shown the
gcvB regulatory role with mRNAs involved in the peptide
transport or/and the acid stress response (for example see
[18]). Concerning the R2 region, three targets have been
validated so far [19]. As displayed in figures 2.(b) and
(c),the two regions of interest according to the visualization
approach presents closed similarity with the salmonella
validated data in terms of accessibility and multi targeting
region. The candidate targets are interacting with one of
the two highlighted regions with an interaction that could
be initiated with accessible bases. Moreover, other targets
following the same region constraints can be prioritize and
give candidate of interest for designing an experimental
protocol.

Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a new technique that allows

to visualize sRNA-mRNA interactions. Our approach al-
lows to visualize the regions where these interactions oc-
cur on a drawing of the sRNA secondary structure. While
emphasizing regions with an high number of predictions
provides some arguments for further investigation, the sec-
ondary structure drawing allows to filter out interactions
that are unlikely to happen as involving an unaccessible
part of the molecule. In addition, interaction tools support-
ing the highlighting of specific putative interactions and
of interactions involving specific bases of the sRNA are
also provided. Finally, we showed the efficiency of our
approach with a case study on E. coli bacteria.

As future work, we plan to integrate the mRNA/gene bi-
ological activity information to gain a global view of the in-
volved biological features. Indeed, as suggested by Beisel
and Storz [5], the multiple mRNAs targeted by one sRNA
may be related to the same biological process.
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